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John’s Thoughts..
Hi Friends,

How does crop rotation affect disease resistance?

Farming has been quite interesting this summer. Here 
in north east Ohio, June is the third wettest month on 
record. The constant rainfall throughout the Midwest 
has kept many farmers out of the fields. The intense 
weather conditions should get us to ask a few 
questions. Each year of the last five years, we have 
experienced extreme weather during some part of the 
growing season. How are you going to manage 
differently to help reduce weather stress?

In the practice of agriculture, everything is affected by 
everything else. How we manage tillage, crop residues, 
cover crops, and crop nutrition at planting all have a 
great deal of influence on a crops performance during 
stress periods.

Recently, I had the privilege of interviewing Don Huber, 
and learning more about his life’s work in plant 
pathology. I learned a great deal about plant resistance 
and immunity in those hours, which you will be hearing 
much more about. Among many other pieces I learned 
how crop rotations can affect disease susceptibility.

Many farmers have observed that some crops are 
more susceptible to disease when planted behind one 
crop rather than another. Soybeans after wheat are 
more disease prone than soybeans after corn, for 
example. Why does this happen, and how does it 
work? These are the questions Don set out to answer 
at the beginning of his career, and which led him on a 
fascinating path of discovery.

Some crops foster a microbial community which leads 
soil in the direction of soil oxidation, while others lead 
in the direction of a reduced soil environment. The 
distinction between the two is very important, as they 
have a dramatic influence on the availability of trace 
metals and other minerals in the soil profile, particularly 
manganese.

I have talked about reduction vs oxidation in some 
detail at our winter seminars, and will continue to 
discuss it, since it is such an important piece. Look for 
more information coming later on crop rotations. For 
the moment, I can say that some crops lead to a 
disease suppressive soil, while others lead to a 
disease enhancing soil environment.

I am looking forward to seeing you at one of our 
summer field days. Until that moment, please enjoy 
your work to the greatest degree possible!

Sincerely, John
Leon Yoder Farm, corn and hay on Rejuvenate
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Improving Plant Response to Stress

If we go back 20 years, genetics was the latest and 
greatest science. We were going to be able to cure all 
of our debilitating diseases related to aging: 
Alzheimer’s, stroke, heart disease, cancer, and so on. 
We thought we were going to be able to find the genes 
that caused these problems, and turn them off.

However, as we learned more about genetics, we 
learned that we didn’t really know what we thought we 
knew, and that led to the science which is called 
epigenetics.

The science of epigenetics can be very well-
summarized in four words: Environment determines 
genetic expression. The DNA is essentially the 
blueprint inside the plant. If you use a blueprint to build 
a house, and it is constructed and built with poor 
quality and off-grade materials, the resulting structure 
is going to be weak. It’s going to be very susceptible to 
stress. Exactly the same thing happens in plants.

Genetics are not our limiting factor. The mineral 
nutrients that are in the soil, which are the building 
blocks, are the limiting factors in producing quality and  
stress resistant crops.

I believe that plants have the opportunity and the 
genetics to consistently out-perform what we accept 
as normal. Just because something is common 
doesn’t necessarily mean that this is normal, or that 
normal is what a plant is capable of producing. 

What we have learned about plant structure and 
mineral nutrition has tremendous implications for 
stress and drought tolerance.

Plants are exposed to different types of stress 
throughout a growing season. There will be stress 
from drought, from excessive moisture, or disease and 
insect stress. An interesting concept is that many of 
these stress factors and the influence that they can 
have on crop yields is directly dependent on a plant’s 
overall heath, which is a function of mineral nutrition.

So what is possible under stress conditions? We really 
don't know what truly healthy plants really look like 
anymore. We see this when we begin providing 
healthy nutrition to a variety of crops. The plant quality 

and yield can increase dramatically when the plant 
has the essential minerals needed for growth. 

We have tremendous possibilities in enabling plants to 
resist climate stress in a variety of ways.

A foundational key is lipid formation in plant cells. As 
plants increase the level of fat or lipid concentration in 
the leaf tissue, the lipid concentration is directly 
connected to cell membrane strength and 
permeability. Cell membranes with higher lipid 
concentrations don’t lose moisture nearly as readily, 
reducing transpiration, and potential stress from 
dehydration.

A second key which directly supports lipid formation 
and overall plant health is microbial symbiosis. 
Aggressive microbial populations in the rhizosphere 
are critical to healthy plant development for several 
reasons. Soil microbial communities have the capacity 
to extract nutrients and water from the soil in very dry 
conditions which plant root hairs cannot access by 
themselves, and transfer them to plants.

Developing aggressive root systems that can reach 
deep into the soil and access subsurface moisture 
reserves is dependent on microbial symbiosis and 
proper mineral nutrition from the moment the seed 
germinates.

Cabbage Root Systems on AEA program

Mineral Nutrition and Plant Resilience
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Models of Plant Nutrition

Plants are dependent on balanced mineral nutrition to 
build elevated levels of lipids. Consistent mineral 
nutrition is dependent on strong soil microbial 
communities. Vigorous soil microbial populations are 
dependent on a food source, which is the sugars, 
amino acids and other compounds leaving the root 
system as root exudates. As this closely integrated 
soil/plant system begins functioning as it was 
designed, resilience to climate extremes increases 
rapidly.

Balanced mineral nutrition does not remove the stress 
plants are exposed to, but it provides a degree of 
resilience and immunity during climate 

extremes, which allow a plant to continue expressing 
it’s inherent potential. 

Plants can absorb mineral nutrition from the soil in 
several ways. They have the capacity to absorb 
simple ions from the soil solution, such as potassium, 
magnesium, calcium, nitrogen ions and incorporate 
them into their own cell structures.

A challenge with being dependent on simple ions is 
that soil moisture significantly affects nutrient 
availability. When plants are dependent on soluble 
ions in the soil solution, and water supply is limited, 
plants run out of mineral nutrition as well as water, 
and the potential stress can spike very quickly.

Plant Resilience continued…

“Fall is the best time to start building soil biology to help feed next year’s crops!  

Watch your mailbox in late July for news on our Fall Soil Booster Program.”
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Developing resilience to climate stress

Plants also have the capacity to absorb nutrition in 
the form of microbial metabolites. When we have an 
active microbial community in the rhizosphere, 
plants have the capacity to absorb amino acids and 
organic acids directly, which are produced during the 
mineralization process. 

Soil microbes have the capacity to tap into water 
and nutrients at very low water concentrations, much 
lower than plant roots can absorb them by 
themselves. They can then transfer the water and 
nutrients directly to plants even in soils with very 
little water.

In periods of climate stress, consistent water and 
nutrition can provide a tremendous boost to plant 
development. On most farms, balanced mineral 
nutrition is the limiting factor to achieving 
extraordinary crop vigor and yield. Aggressive soil 
biology drives mineral nutrition. And photosynthesis 
drives biology.

We can improve soil biology by improving the sugar 
production of plants in each twenty four hour 
photosynthetic cycle. As sugar production increases, 
larger amounts of sugars are sent out through the 

roots as root exudates, where they provide a food 
source for soil biology. 

We have an opportunity to improve the systems 
performance by improving photosynthesis. As the 
photosynthetic capacity increases, many more 
sugars are transferred down to the root system and 
the entire soil-plant system begins performing much 
better.

We can trigger a spike in this process by using foliar 
applications to increase a plant’s photosynthetic 
capacity.

As it is true that healthy soils produce healthy plants, 
it is also true that healthy plants produce healthy 
soils.

Rapid photosynthesis produces sugars which are 
transferred to soil microbes. Bacteria and fungi 
consume these root exudates and extract minerals 
from the soil mineral matrix and make them 
available for plants to absorb. As this integrated 
system begins performing, plants have the backup 
mineral and water reserves to achieve much greater 
resilience to climate stress.

Plant Resilience continued…
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Sustainable farming is not enough, We need to utilize regenerative models of agriculture, in which soil 
health and plant health are constantly improving.

Our regional field walks give you the opportunity to observe the first steps of regenerative systems on a few 
of the farms we are working on.

Western New York - July 20 
John Stolzfus Farm 
2473 Vineyard Rd  

Romulus, NY 14541 
5:30-8:30 pm 

Eastern New York - July 21 
Mead Orchards 

15 Scism Rd 
Tivoli, NY 12583 

5:30-8:30 pm 

Virginia -July 31 
DeWitt Showalter 

6873 Bumblebee Rd 
Dayton, VA 22821 

5:30-8:30 pm 

Eastern Ontario -Aug. 3 
Stephen Stoll 

725 Cameron Rd 
Cameron, ON K0M 1G0 

5:30-8:30 pm 

Western Ontario -Aug. 4 
Charles Martin 
4299 Lavery Rd 

Wallenstein, ON N0B 2S0 
5:30-8:30 pm 

Holmes County Ohio -Aug. 5 
Blossom Acres Farm 

44548 CR 19 
Coshocton, OH 43812 

5:30-8:30 pm 

Indiana -Aug. 7 
BioEnergetic Harmonics  

26715 Devaney Road 
Atlanta, IN 46031 

4:00-9:00 pm 

Pennsylvania -Aug 25 
Alvin Peachy Farm 

12337 Metztown Rd.  
Allensville, PA. 17002 

9:00 am-3:00 pm 

Call (440) 632-1014 to register 
for any of these events.

Regional Field Walks

“Pythons eat only once a year. Your crops 
are not like a python. The highest levels of 
plant performance can only be achieved 
when you provide consistent water and 
nutrition. The greater the consistency, the 
better any crop will perform. When the 
water and nutrients being provided are 
equal, a plant which is irrigated six days a 
week will produce 30-35% more fruit than 
one which is irrigated twice a week.” 

~John Kempf 
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For plants as well as humans, the best defense 
against disease and ill health is a fully functioning 
immune system. Healthy plants have innate 
immunity and are naturally resistant to disease and 
pests. 

They are fully capable of preventing insect and 
disease attack when the soil matrix they live in 
possesses the infrastructure and mineral content  
necessary to achieve optimal levels of vitality. 

The sad truth is that the majority of farmland today is 
depleted of the elements necessary for strong, 
hearty, pest-resistant plants. It is a misconception of 
modern agriculture that insects and disease are the 
cause of poor health, rather than its symptom, and 
that it is the grower’s job to shoot the messengers. 

In reality disease and insects are the evidence of  
inadequate mineral nutrition. A plant without a  
functional immune system is susceptible to 
pathogens.

Natural systems are designed to work in a way that is 
self-reliant and regenerative. However, the actions 
we have taken to increase crop yields have 
intervened in the biological processes of soils and  
plants, fostering a chemical co-dependence that has 
left soils depleted. 

When we push production in this way we remove the 
plants’ inborn capacity to produce these chemicals on 
their own, ignoring indications of disease without 
addressing the root cause of the problem. 

Diseases and insects evolved side by side with 
plants for a reason. They are nature’s inspectors, 
removing sick plants before they can be eaten by 
humans. 

Research shows that plants and insects have 
advanced communication systems at the infrared 
wavelength of the spectrum. Insects have the ability 
to sense when a plant’s immune system is not 
fully functioning. 

The difference between a healthy plant and an 
unhealthy plant is the  difference in the complexity of 
the  compounds that plant is able to produce. 
Bacteria and fungal pathogens and many 
insects have less complex digestive systems than 
higher animals and lack the enzymes needed 
to digest and utilize complete carbohydrates and 
proteins.

 As plants produce compounds of increasing 
complexity, they demonstrate improved immunity 
to increasingly more complex types of pathogens.

Immune System Functionality in Plants
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At Advancing Eco Agriculture, we have the privilege of 
working with many different farms, and many different 
types of farmers and farm managers. We have 
observed that farm managers tend to be on a spectrum 
of management intensity. Some farmers measure and 
manage everything they can. Others don’t. Some 
farmers are exceptionally successful, and others 
wonder why they are not. There is always a direct and 
linear correlation between those who measure and 
manage, and those who are really successful. They are 
the same people, running the same farms.

We experience these examples in stark contrast every 
day, and cannot understand why some farmers believe 
they cannot afford to measure. The reality is, you can 
not afford not to measure. 

We have been able to gain some unexpected insights 
from the use of sap analysis as a nutrition management 
tool. First of all, sap analysis makes farmers a lot of 
money. Secondly, sap analysis saves farmers a lot of 
money.

Did you know that the nutrient deficiencies of your 
crops are likely not caused by nutrient deficiencies?

Since we have starting using plant sap analysis, we 
have realized that many of the nutrient deficiencies that 
crops experience are not caused by inadequate 
nutrition.  Most imbalances are created by the 
nutrient excesses farmers apply, which trigger the 
deficiencies of other elements.

This is a powerful realization, because it means we can 
often improve plant performance and vigor by stopping 
unnecessary applications. This can obviously save a 
farmer a lot of money in wasted fertilizer applications. 

As the excess nutrient levels are reduced, deficiencies 
come into balance, and plant vigor jumps very quickly. 
This makes a farmer a lot of money in increased yield 
and quality.

Using sap analysis gives you accurate information and 
data to make better assessments of what is happening, 
and make more effective decisions.

Using sap analysis gives you the ability to detect 
nutritional imbalances three to four weeks earlier than 
tissue analysis.

Using sap analysis allows you to tell immediately 
which products are performing in the field, and which
are not.

Using sap analysis allows you to accurately define 
the differences in nutritional requirements between 
different cultivars, which makes a lot of money.

Using sap analysis allows you to make proactive 
decisions to manage nutrition, rather than reactive 
decisions after a problem has already become 
evident.

Using sap analysis enables you to prevent problems, 
instead of just band-aiding them.

So, with this overwhelming performance advantage, 
which has been proven by leading farmers, why are
you not measuring?       

-John Kempf

Jenny Garley, research specialist at AEA, pulling sap 
samples from strawberries in California.

Using Sap Analysis to Expand Profits
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Our approach to agriculture focuses on the needs of 
the plant, rather than the symptoms of illness, and 
infestations in the plant. We see plant diseases and 
insects as an indicator of a deeper underlying problem 
that involves a poor mineral structure and limited 
nutrient availability. Traditional farming practices have 
farmers watching their crops for signs of disease, or 
pest infestations so they can use chemicals to 
eradicate the pests, or reverse the damages the 
diseases have caused. We use a completely different 
approach, dealing instead with keeping the plant 
healthy so that it is disease and pest resistant.

Evaluating the soil through soil sampling, and the 
plants through sap analysis, helps farmers to see 
specifically what and where any mineral depletions 
may be, so they can make adjustments to the foliar 
and fertigation applications accordingly. Evaluating the 
plants, and the soil, will increase productivity across 
the board.

Instead of focusing on what can be applied to 
increase the yield of the crop, regenerative agriculture 
focuses on what plants need to be in an optimum 
state of health. When plants are given the proper 
amount of nutrients, and high quality water is used in 
the application of these nutrients, bigger, healthier, 
more naturally productive plants will automatically 
ensue.

Healthy plants are better equipped to absorb the 
nutrients in the ground and produce nutrient rich fruit. 
When people consume food that has been produced 
by healthy plants they are provided with a higher level 
of nutrition compared to the nutrition a person 
receives from the same food produced by unhealthy 
plants with a depleted mineral structure. Healthy 
plants produce healthy foods that are more beneficial 
to the human body, and as farmers it is our 
responsibility to create a world in which these 
healthier foods are available. 

There’s a strong disconnection between research and 
its application in the agricultural field. Farming, by its 
nature, is the profession of the generalist. Farmers 

need to know more about more different things than 
any other profession: nutrition, genetics, mechanics…
the list goes on. But because of the gap between 
agricultural research and agricultural education, we 
are teaching people to be specialists. We have plant 
pathologists, entomologists, plant nutritionists, 
physiologists, botanists doing vital work that is not 
being cross-pollinated and so not finding its way to the 
farmers themselves, who would benefit most from this 
research.

A good example is plant immunity. When we talk to 
farmers or agronomists in the field, we find a general 
expectation that there is no documented support for 
plant immunity. And yet, there is a great deal of 
scientific research, papers, and books which support 
the idea that plants have a functional immune system 
and can become resistant to disease and insect pests. 
Our consulting work with hundreds of farms around 
the world, using documented research principles, has 
shown that it is not only possible to grow disease and 
pest-resistant foods, but that we can regenerate soil 
systems and produce food that is also medicine. As an 
example, the anthocyanin content in blueberries can 
be as much as 25 times higher based on soil nutrition 
in the environment in which they are grown.

Both scientific research and real world application 
show that plant nutrition can have a significant impact 
on yield, much more so than is commonly thought. 
Plant nutrition can have a significant impact on the 
quality of plants, their protein content, and the content 
of plant-secondary metabolites and medicinal 
compounds produced. Further, nutrition impacts plant 
immunity, since a plant’s resistance to diseases and 
insects is strongly correlated with nutrition. 

Farming is not an easy profession. What attracts 
farmers to farming is their connection to life and living 
processes. The current model of agriculture is 
antagonistic to those core values. We believe it is 
possible to develop regenerative farming systems that 
overcome that, bridging the gap between specialized 
research and farm practice.

Regenerative Agriculture Defined
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Michael Yoder, from Western Michigan, had a good 
year on his new farm that he bought last spring, 
thanks to Advancing Eco Ag and consultant Craig 
Dow. “ The soil is sand mixed with clay, mostly sand.” 
Michael said. “ I sprayed Rejuvenate on the fields in 
the spring. Craig helped me with the fertilizer 
program; we did some drip but mainly foliar using a 
lot of SeaShield.”

Michael and his son Steven are the main hands on 
the farm. “It gets to be pretty busy in the summertime 
with all that’s going on, and than we get help from my 
wife Malinda and daughter Lizzie, too.” Michael said.” 
My other son David has a job that keeps him away 
from home most of the time. But we all enjoy working 
with the land, and what makes it really fun is when 
the crops do well.”

The farmer who had owned the land before Michael 
used sawdust bedding in his cattle barn, and there 
was a lot of sawdust spread on the fields. “This really 
put the acid levels up which was not good for growing 
produce, but I had worked with Craig the year before 
on my other farm and I knew that AEA would be able 
to get soil balanced in a fairly short time.” 

Michael planted zucchini with a harvest goal of fifteen 

tons to the acre. He was quite pleased when the 
plants continued to thrive two weeks longer than 
expected.

“We harvested twenty three tons of zucchini per acre 
off that field,” Michael said. “The whole crop 
performed really well. I was amazed at what those 
plants did when we gave them adequate nutrition.”

Besides zucchini, Michael planted a small plot of 
peppers. “We got twelve thousand pepper plants from 
another greenhouse and they were in really bad 
shape when we got them,” Michael said. “They were 
already diseased, and it was so wet we couldn’t get in 
the fields for two weeks so they became rather 
spindly. I really didn’t expect much from them at all.” 

He continued, “Craig looked at them and said they’ll 
be okay. I wondered. We sprayed them heavily with 
Sea Shield which was what they must have needed, 
because we started harvesting peppers. It was really 
something, because those twelve thousand half-dead 
pepper plants produced 16.5 tons of peppers.”

He commented, “This year has been a really good 
year for us and I’m looking forward to the growing 
season ahead.”

Grower Spotlight: Michael Yoder

Peppers harvested from what started out as half-dead plants.Zucchini plants geared up for the season on Michael’s farm!
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Pure Dawn Farm Update
Summer Newsletter July 2015

Advancing Eco Agriculture National Field Day has been canceled for this year.  

Advancing Eco Agriculture and Pure Dawn Farm have both been experiencing an exceptional summer. At AEA we 
are extraordinarily busy helping you on your farms. Because of the local field walks, and the intense travel 

schedule of our own team, we have decided to cancel our field day for this year. The crops are growing very well, 
and we are making a lot of progress, in spite of the wet weather.  

I am disappointed that we have not been able to make it happen, but it was the best decision for our team. 
I welcome you to visit the farm at any time. If you have the opportunity to be in the area, please stop in and see 

how things are going. We have already made an incredible amount of progress from where we started. It is 
amazing to experience and observe how fast land can regenerate.    John Kempf 

Tomato Field at Pure Dawn Farm 
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Seed Potato Production on an AEA program in Arizona.


